
NexTec Group to Implement the First North American Sage ERP X3 
Standard Implementation for Leading Orthotic Firm  

 
NexTec Group and Leading Orthotic Firm Find the Right Fit with Sage ERP X3 

 
Seattle, WA – July, 26th 2011 – NexTec Group announced today that a global manufacturer and 
distributor of custom orthotics and shoes have selected Sage ERP X3 Standard Edition to manage its 
complex operations.  This will be the first Sage ERP X3 Standard Edition implementation in the US. 
 
Sage ERP X3 Standard Edition offers the full power of enterprise-class ERP, in a simple and flexible 
package, designed to meet the requirements of mid-sized companies with complex business processes in 
a time and cost efficient way.  This edition provides a predefined, yet adaptable, implementation 
framework to customers interested in deploying the solution in a reduced timeframe, with industry-
standard business requirements and processes. 
 
Realizing that secure and consistent business growth would require an ERP solution that provided 
accurate business insight as well as the foundation for an all-inclusive business process solution, the 
CFO and COO began evaluating several leading mid-market manufacturing and distribution packages. 
 
Their search led them to NexTec Group and Sage ERP X3. They were impressed with the inclusive 
functionality and extendibility of the X3 platform. Their current legacy system lacked integrating business 
processes, and they will now be able to have insight into their customer history, inventory, sales, and 
manufacturing in a single application. 
 
They plan to begin implementing Sage ERP X3 with their distribution location with a focus on inventory 
control and customer service.  They will subsequently roll-out phases to their international manufacturing 
operation. Their CFO stated, “We like X3 because it gives us the ability to expand into our Chinese 
location without having to purchase 3rd party software. Sage ERP X3 has the functionality we require to 
get started [with the implementation] and allows us to deploy additional features when we are ready. It 
gives us the platform to expand at our own pace.” 
 
 
 
About NexTec Group  
Founded in 1994, NexTec Group has a team of more than 60 employees in 6 offices Nationwide. We 
specialize in providing small, medium and mid-enterprise companies with financial; enterprise resource 
planning (ERP); Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Budgeting, Forecasting and Planning 
solutions tailored to their specific industry and functional needs. We leverage industry standard 
technologies and integrate our products with best-of-breed reporting and analytical tools to deliver robust, 
affordable end-to-end application solutions suited to your business. For more information about NexTec 
Group, our solutions and our technical consulting and implementation services, please visit: 
www.nextecgroup.com.  
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